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Abstract: In the last decade, probably in response to global changes and the environmental crisis,
the use of the term “social-ecological system” (SES) in scientific literature has grown. This is
certainly a sign that the need and importance of transdisciplinary research has been recognized.
Here, we explore whether the use of the term is a buzzword or, rather, actually represents a key
concept in the integration of social and ecological research. We compiled a database of publications
(N = 1289) that mentioned SES in the title, keywords and abstract. Subsequently, we analyzed the
authors’ affiliations, type of work (conceptual, empirical or review), study site, prevailing human use,
temporal and spatial scales of the analysis, kind of variables analyzed (socioeconomic or biophysical),
and the method/s used to integrate them. We detected four time spans in the use of the term
(1975–1997, 1998–2006, 2007–2012, 2013–2016). Our results suggest that SES is a widely invoked
concept in the study of the interface between social and ecological systems. Most works show some
common elements, such as the analysis of resilience, ecosystem services, sustainability, governance
and adaptive management. However, the majority of studies do not study SES as a whole, integrating
both social and ecological variables and their feedback loops. We consider SES as a concept still in
construction in order to build a necessary framework for the integration of social and ecological
sciences. For a robust evolution, we recommend that one focus on: (i) A conscious, discussed and
agreed effort of scientists to conduct the transdisciplinary research needed to study SES; and (ii) the
development of methodological tools for the true integration of social and ecological data.
Keywords: adaptation; complex adaptative systems; ecosystem services; governance; resilience;
sustainability; transdisciplinary

1. Introduction
The widespread and profound, wanted or unwanted, changes observed around the Earth have
prompted the recognition that there is an urgent need to understand the ways in which humans affect
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and are affected by nature. It has become essential to work in the complex interface of ecological and
social systems, which is where policies concerning land use are developed [1,2]. However, the fact
that the proportion of pristine ecosystems is minor, and most of our ecological understanding derives
from conservation areas, e.g., national parks, hinders true appreciation of the complexity of our
living ground [3]. For example, managed or transformed ecosystems have lost large-size species,
top predators, and many exotic species, which are common components of communities. There is
indeed an increasing consensus that many of the complex world issues relating to the environmental
crisis require management under the framework of sustainable development, as has been expressed in
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [4]. Many aspects of the environmental crisis, considered
at the launch of the Millennium Development Goals (2000), have been carried forward to SDGs
because they are complex issues to be dealt within the social-ecological system (SES) framework.
In turn, this involves integrating the social and natural sciences, and there is a growing agreement that
transdisciplinary research is a key tool in facing environmental challenges. Hence, there is a need to
expand the boundaries of the studied systems. These modifications mean shifting the object of study
towards social-ecological systems [5–7].
The terms “socio-ecological system”, “socio-ecosystem” and “social-ecological system”
(henceforth, SES) are used synonymously and have emerged to address this complexity and
integrate the social and ecological sciences. It is an anthropocentric concept, which appeared in
the Anthropocene context of global change. The theoretical formalization of the concept has triggered
research and literature into SES [4,8–14] (among others). Nowadays, these terms are widely used
in environmental sciences. However, as with many other complex concepts associated with terms
that have become fashionable buzzwords in the history of environmental sciences (e.g., biodiversity,
resilience, governance, sustainability), there is a risk of these important concepts falling into confusion
or banalization [15–17], emptying them of clear significance. The concept is not rigid [13] and there
are different approaches and perspectives relating to the understanding of it [18,19], although it can
also be used as a commonplace term because it is trending. In fact, several authors do not believe
that there is a need for this new concept to be coined, as ecosystems already include social systems,
since humans are part of nature [20].
Social-ecological systems, as complex adaptive systems, possess emergent properties [21,22],
and resilience, or the system’s ability to continue to function when intrinsic or extrinsic disturbances
occur, is one of the most important [4,22]. SESs constitute co-evolving systems in which territorial and
socioeconomic structures maintain constant and reciprocal interactions [4,6]. The biophysical-cultural
coevolution in which agriculture has risen is a clear example of this. The emergent properties that are
susceptible to identification and analysis depend on the social and ecological nature of the variables
considered, their scale and the study methods used. However, cultural and ecological processes operate
at different spatial and temporal scales, and it is thus difficult to find appropriate methodologies to
measure and combine both types of variables at a meaningful and appropriate scale [23,24].
The aim of this systematic literature review is to analyze what has been considered and published
under the term of SES since it first appeared. Specifically, the type of work where SESs are considered,
where and by whom, under which kind of management, the type of variables analyzed, the temporal
and spatial scales, and the methodology used. Drawing on the results, we address the main landmarks
in the history of SES and discuss some major points derived from the analysis of the data, especially
related to the asymmetries that might be identified. These potential unbalances refer to issues, such as
theory vs. empirical evidence, biophysical vs. socioeconomic and cultural variables, agricultural
intensification vs. urban expansion, and SES in developing countries vs. SES in developed countries.
Based on the results, we elaborate some recommendations for the use of the term and the promotion
of the concept. We believe the results of this review will be useful for defining the state of the art,
identifying gaps in knowledge and addressing future research lines.
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2. Methods
In December 2017, we conducted a review in Scopus, searching for the terms “socio-ecosystem”,
“social-ecological system”, “socio-ecological system” and their Spanish translations, excluding those
related to the areas of biomedicine, business, mathematics and physics, in the title, keywords and
abstract. We used Scopus as the main database but also explored the trajectories of researchers and
research groups using Google Scholar.
To detect the evolution of the use of the considered terms, referring to SES, we classified the
number of published papers based on either biophysical or socioeconomic variables, independently,
or on the combination of both types of variables. On the basis of this temporal classification,
we performed multiple aggregation analyses of consecutive years, which were later validated by
simple regression analyses, in order to detect discontinuities in the trend of the use of the term.
The sets of selected years were those whose coefficient of determination (proportion of the variance
‘explained’ by the regression model) exceeded 70%. The statistical difference between the consecutive
groups of years was performed using a mean comparison analysis (Fisher F-test; k > 2) that allowed
us to characterize a qualitative variable (sets of years) by a quantitative variable (number of papers).
From the stratified temporary database, we randomly selected a sample of 70% of the studies of each
group of the years detected. Therefore, the final analyzed sample consisted of 990 papers. We deleted
studies from 2017 because of the time-lagged response in the publication process.
In each study, we looked for information related to the characteristics of the publication,
the importance given to the term, the management system studied, the scale of the analysis,
the variables analyzed and the analytical procedures (Table 1). We assessed the importance given
to the term by considering whether the authors defined the term and/or cited previous definitions.
We built a data matrix that was analyzed by means of descriptive statistics, mainly including measures
of frequency, using R 3.4.2 [25].
We characterized each country by its Gross National Income per capita (GNI, reported in
U.S.$; https://data.worldbank.org/indicator) and used Social network analysis (SNA) to analyze
the relationships between the funding country of the research (nodes; units of the network) and the
country where the study area was located (edges, links or interactions between nodes, symbolized by
arrows). The intensity of this relationship is represented by the thickness of the links, which mean the
number of papers that share the same link (the two countries in relation, the financer and financed).
The direction of the links indicates the direction of the financing (financing country at the beginning of
the arrow, country financed at the end of the arrow). The size of each node corresponds to the total
number of papers published by each country. When a country is both funder and funded, there is
no a graphical representation of the link, and this situation is expressed by increasing the size of the
corresponding node. These concepts are displayed in a social network diagram, where nodes are the
points, and edges are the lines. We used the package network D3 from R [26].
Table 1. List of variables considered in each study and the corresponding attributes.
Variables

Attributes

Publication characteristics
Type of publication

Objectives
Description

Empirical, Theoretical, Modeling, Review

Year of publication
Organization of the first author

Origin in natural or social sciences

Country’s Gross National Income (2018)
Subject area of publication

Environmental, biological or social sciences
Assessing the importance given to the
“social-ecological system” (SES) term

Importance given to the term
Location of the term

Title, abstract, keywords

Definition of the term

Yes, no
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Table 1. Cont.
Variables

Attributes

Objectives

Characteristics of the system studied
Location of the study area

Countries, places of study inside countries
Social Network Analysis showing
relationships between origin and site of study
of publications

Country’s Gross National Income (2018)

Main management/ focus of publication

Fishery, agriculture, conservation, cattle ranching,
urbanization, forestry, tourism, agro-silvo-pastoral, hunting,
restoration, mining

Description of the management system
studied
Temporal and spatial scales at which the
studies are conducted

Scale of analysis
Temporal scale

Days, months, years, centuries

Spatial scale

Local, regional, global

Variables analyzed

Type of variables mostly analysed

Biophysical

Climate variables, landscape, abiotic factors, census,
samples/lab analyses

Socioeconomic

Socioeconomic indicators, workshops, participant observation,
interviews, previous surveys
Methods used to combine different types of
variables

Analytical procedures
Analysis of both biophysical and
socioeconomic variables

Yes, no

Methods used to combine both variables

Models, multivariate analysis, geographical information
techniques

3. Results
Based on the change in the slope of the linear fitting equations and the results of the mean
of 15of the term:
to differentiate four different time spans in the5use
1975–1997, 1998–2006, 2007–2012, 2013–2016, with an increasing rate of published papers per year
(Figure 1). The number of papers published in each period was significantly different from the number
of papers published in the other periods identified (F-test, p < 0.05).
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Throughout these periods, a total of 1,059 organizations were represented, although only a few
of them could be considered as SES-specialists, having led, as the primary institution, at least five
papers on this topic. For example, the Stockholm Resilience Center led, as the primary institution, 32
papers, followed by the Natural Resource Institute of Manitoba and the Arizona State University
with 13 and 10 papers, respectively (Figure 2a).
The great majority of SES studies corresponded to research articles in the domain of
environmental sciences (60%), followed by social sciences (25%) and agricultural and biological
sciences (15%) (Figure 2b). Of these studies, 62% were conducted by researchers whose origin was in
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Throughout these periods, a total of 1059 organizations were represented, although only a few of
them could be considered as SES-specialists, having led, as the primary institution, at least five papers
on this topic. For example, the Stockholm Resilience Center led, as the primary institution, 32 papers,
followed by the Natural Resource Institute of Manitoba and the Arizona State University with 13 and
10 papers, respectively (Figure 2a).
The great majority of SES studies corresponded to research articles in the domain of environmental
sciences (60%), followed by social sciences (25%) and agricultural and biological sciences (15%)
(Figure 2b). Of these studies, 62% were conducted by researchers whose origin was in the natural
sciences, while 30% had their origin in the social sciences.
The ten most frequently used keywords, associated with SES, were resilience, ecosystem services,
sustainability, governance, adaptation, vulnerability, adaptive management, climate change, adaptive
capacity and institutions (Figure 2c). Only 4% of publications mentioned SES in the keywords without
studying it explicitly. With regard to defining the term, 16% of analyzed papers included a general
definition of SES, whereas 29% cited someone as a reference for it. The most cited definition was the
one proposed by Berkes and Folke [8].
Empirical studies were the most numerous (42%). These studies generated and analyzed the data
of concrete study systems and were followed by conceptual papers (34%) and reviews or meta-analysis
(21%) of different topics related to SES. Of the conceptual papers, 20% described some kind of model
for the analysis of SES behavior in space and/or time (Figure 2d). The main spatial scale of analysis at
which
SESs were studied was local (53%), followed by regional (38%) and global (9%). 6Most
temporal
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4. Discussion
4.1. Evolution of the Term

(mean rate = 18.23) and used the term more consistently. In this phase, SESs were usually related to
socio-ecological resilience, understood as “the capacity to adapt or transform in the face of change in
social-ecological systems, particularly unexpected change, in ways that continue to support human
well-being” [30]. Associated with the recently created SRC, Ostrom and collaborators proposed
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a general framework for the analysis of SES and defined the variables that were to be measured
in each SES subsystem in order to study it [12]. Concurrently, Glaser and collaborators proposed
a working definition for the concept of SES that included governance systems: “a social-ecological
system consists of a bio-geo-physical unit and its associated social actors and institutions” [31]. In 2013,
the SRC incorporated the term SES in the program of SDG, and this probably prompted the “fourth
phase” (mean rate = 20.60) in the use of SES, from 2012 onwards, during which the number of
publications significantly increased. In this fourth phase, the term was linked to governance systems,
and it is noteworthy that the socioeconomic variables recorded were relatively more abundant than
the biophysical ones (Figures 1 and 4). This is probably related to the fact that the majority of these
publications focused on land management and decision-making.
4.2. The Matter of Socio-Ecological Systems: What, Who, How, and Where?
Half of all publications referred to empirical studies that generated and analyzed either primary
data obtained in the field or secondary data. The rest of the publications were conceptual studies that
did or did not propose a model and were based on reviews and descriptions. Empirical studies mostly
incorporated socioeconomic variables through semi-structured interviews, particularly in the fourth
phase (from 2012 onwards, Figure 4). This is probably related to the fact that the incorporation of
SES to SDGs implied decision-making and management issues that were mostly accomplished using
socioeconomic information. However, it is remarkable that these efforts, mostly published in journals
of environmental sciences, were typically made by researchers from institutions linked since their
origin to the natural sciences. This suggests a greater research motivation of natural scientists to study
SES, which is not mirrored by institutions rooted in the social sciences. However, there is an implicit
risk of researchers with insufficient background in the social sciences simplifying the social complexity
of SES by incorporating just a few socioeconomic variables. Anyhow, this reflects an answer to the
urgent need for change in the working system, from natural ecosystems to the interface of ecological
and social systems [3,32] accompanying the emergence of the new science of sustainability [4].
However, ironically, parallel to this turn of natural scientists to working with socioeconomic data,
there were comparatively few studies that analyzed biophysical variables, and the ones that did mostly
based them on landscape and remote sensing analysis at regional scales. The study of SES is typically
related to the study of ecosystem services; however, evidence suggests that the biophysical functions
of ecosystem services are progressively being neglected. This result supports the need of incorporating
biophysical information in the study of SES [33,34] and reflects the challenge of acquiring datasets
measured at a fine resolution. Indeed, the spatial scale at which studies were conducted was mostly
local, which was probably oriented toward the analysis of any specific kind of management, and,
secondly, regional, which was mainly oriented toward governance studies. This evidence suggests that
there is a gap between theoretical developments and empirical information that is able to effectively
integrate social and biophysical data.
The different spatial and temporal scales at which sociological and ecological processes operate
make it difficult to find appropriate methodologies to combine both types of variables at a meaningful
scale and study SES in a way that aims to extract the emerging properties of the variables [24,35–37].
To avoid scale-driven mismatches between these different sources of data, and to generate sound
inferences, data must be assembled into a single and comparable scale [38,39] (pp. 23–40), which is
not a trivial challenge. In fact, although around 40% of empirical studies reported both biophysical
and sociological variables, only the half tried to develop tools to integrate both sets of variables.
These efforts were mainly accomplished using geographic information systems, multivariate analysis,
and mathematical models, such as multiple regression analysis [6,40–42] or Bayesian networks [43–45].
Thus, there is room for developing SES studies by using analyses that combine both sets of variables at
different spatial and temporal scales. Social-ecological network approaches are promising tools for
social-ecological analysis [46]. Some applications include the role of social networks in natural resource
management [47], the spatial organization of biological populations in fragmented landscapes [48],
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scale mismatches, and the value of social networks [49] and networks that consider ecological sites,
which are interconnected by a mobile livelihood strategy, such as transhumant pastoralism [5].
Canonical correspondence analyses are also promising tools for jointly analyzing social and ecological
structures, such as land cover, landscape configuration, and the socioeconomic characteristics of
populations [7,50]. In a complementary fashion, it is important to develop a conceptual discussion
among disciplines involved in the study of SES. Social research must engage in biophysical analysis as
well as the reverse, embracing all the profundity and theoretical background of both the social and
natural sciences.
Regarding the studied management system, most of studies referred, as expected, to productive
activities, mainly fishing and agriculture. While agriculture is the human activity that occupies most
of the land surface of the Earth, together with rangelands [3], fishing is the only productive activity,
based on a wild resource, that implies such a volume of market and population. Additionally, fisheries
tend to suffer from the tragedy of the commons at the national level [51]. Over-fishing alerts may be
a geopolitical strategy for controlling fisheries in non-territorial waters, as risking such a resource would
produce an enormous impact on societies and the economy on a global level. Therefore, it could have
been this imminent risk and the catastrophic consequences for societies that triggered the joint study
of societies and ecosystems under the term of social-ecological systems. In fact, it is in the coastal areas,
where the experiences and theory of ‘integrated management’ encourage consideration of the variables
of different disciplines, have had more development. Something similar has happened in “integrated
watershed management” [52]. In contrast, despite the recognized importance of urban ecology and
“novel ecosystems” [53,54], comparatively few studies on analyzed SES management activities typically
related to urban or suburban areas, such as urbanization, tourism or waste production (but see [55–60]).
Analysis of rural–urban gradients from an SES perspective is also an understudied but promising
field [50]. Additionally, whereas warfare affects a large portion of ecosystems, often with profound
changes [61], very few studies implicitly considered this factor in their analysis (but see [62]).
Finally, studies on SES are equally represented in countries with high and low GNI, contrary
to what Martin et al. found when mapping where ecologist worked (Figure 5) [3]. This can reveal
a hidden link between SES and rurality, traditional practices, conflictive socioeconomic scenarios and
other issues related to developing countries. However, the fact that most of the studies conducted
in the Global South came from organizations affiliated with the Global North means that they are
dominated by northern research agendas, which do not necessarily address research questions of local
interest that can help to solve social-ecological challenges [63,64]. Research practices must incorporate
a clear awareness of the fact that theory and practice come from systems that are placed within some
specific cultural context. This can help in moderating naive expectations concerning the policy impact
of research results [65].
4.3. A Concept in Transition
Results from this study suggest that, on the whole, the term SES is not a buzzword, empty of
significance. On the contrary, the concept is being progressively shaped using inputs from different
key works on the matter, and nowadays, the majority of publications using this term explicitly study
SESs, as explained in Section 4.2. Indeed, the fourth phase reflects what Folke describes as SESs for the
sustainability of human well-being [30].
However, the lack of a common use of the term also reflects that the term “social-ecological
system” is not yet a clearly defined concept, accepted by all scholars. Instead, it is still a concept under
construction that is integrating many currents of thought, originated in different disciplines. Despite
the lack of a general definition, results of this study show some common elements in most works
dealing with SES. Such common elements, evidenced by shared keywords, are, among others, resilience,
ecosystem services, sustainability, governance, adaptation, vulnerability, adaptive management and
climate change. These standard elements can help to build a shared definition of SES. They mostly refer
to systems’ emergent properties and conceptualizations of key features aimed at fostering sustainability
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pathways. However, the frequency of keywords referring to social problems— such·as poverty,
inequality, land grabbing, resource access conflicts, corruption, and even warfare—is comparatively
smaller [66]. This situation may be due to the registered lack of participation of social scientists
or to the dominant research interests highlighting resilience and adaptation as core properties for
the future, rather than a critical position on current complementary social problems structuring
social-ecological challenges.
Finally, the articulation of well-documented frameworks, can build bridges in terms of
communication and language among scientific disciplines [67]. For example, frameworks that
have originated in different research arenas, such as the state and transition model, rooted in the
resilience approach and natural sciences [68], and the sustainable livelihoods approach, rooted in
the vulnerability approach and social sciences [69], can provide a conceptual basis for theory and
operative integration [70]. Similar examples are the search for a more integrated use of sustainability
and resilience concepts in an environmental management context [71,72], as well as resilience and
vulnerability [73].
4.4. Recommendations for the Future
Socio-ecological systems-oriented research has inspired advances in sustainability science and
practice [10]. Based on results from this study, we identify six issues that we think need to be addressed
in order to consolidate the study of SES throughout the world and foster progress towards sustainable
development. They complement those priorities highlighted by Fischer et al. and insist on some
observations made previously by other authors [33,34]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A shared definition for “social-ecological system” would be desirable and would help to
consolidate the concept in the context of the emerging science of sustainability.
Social scientists should collaborate with biophysical scientists as well as the reverse, to achieve
a true transdisciplinary approach in the study of SES.
Biophysical data based on field sampling at meaningful scales must not be forgotten in the study
of SES so that scientific foundations for ecosystem services can be provided.
Methods for the integration of social and biophysical data at a sufficiently fine resolution,
which are likely to be comparable at different scales, must be developed.
More emphasis should be placed on the study of SES in management activities typical of urban
and suburban areas, as well as the study of SES under warfare and social conflict scenarios.
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